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Meet Your New Administrators!
Find us online: printsnewspaper.wordpress.com

By Imran Esmail and 
Sameer Esmail

Attention Burnaby Mountain! Your 
new administrators have entered the 
building! You may have seen these 
two bright and friendly faces in the 
hallways on your way to class or at 
lunch hour. That’s right, it’s your new 
Principal, Ms. Kristmanson, and 
your new Vice Principal, Mr. Greve. 
They describe themselves as caring, 
committed, loyal, and relationship-
oriented individuals who are always 
keen on lending a helping hand to 
any student in the building. The two 
of them have known each other since 
1998, and have always enjoyed each 
school’s unique sense of community. 
From the moment we entered 
their office, they were extremely 
welcoming, and one could see how 
dedicated they were towards their 
jobs. Now it’s your chance to get to 
know your new administrators! Here 
are some questions we asked so you 
could get to know them better:

What are your thoughts so far on 
Burnaby Mountain?
Ms. Kristmanson: It’s a unique 
situation since I was here as a Vice 
Principal for four years. It’s a unique 
and very strong school. It’s seen as 
quite an academic school and you 
see a lot of care within the school 
which is nice. Along with the staff, 

a lot of caring people [make it] run 
very smoothly and there are a lot of 
innovative things happening. Students 
here are very focused... there’s a big 
commitment from the student body.

Mr. Greve: For me, I see it tying into 
what Ms. Kristmanson said. Every 

parent I’ve talked to just loves this 
school and how the students feel 
connected. There’s also a certain level 
of pride for the school among the 
students. I’m also impressed with how 
much time the staff give to all the 
extras, not just in the classroom

(Continued on pg.2)

Five Days of Fall Read more on 
pg.3

Halloween Costume show-off!

Horoscopes

It is important to remember that, 
just like each and every one of us, 
Syrian refugees are people. These 
particular people are in dire need of 
salvation, and many have little time 
or opportunity to reach it. We all 
need a little help sometimes, and skin 

colour, culture, and religion should 
have no influence in the decision to 
give them help. Instead of listening 
to the ignorant fear that is blindly 
distributed in the media, make your 
own opinions, and help the cause. So 
few people are aware of the events 

that are apparent around the world 
and there are so many details that 
require more analysis than there is 
room for in this newspaper. Research 
this issue, and learn how you can do 
your part today.

By Sofia Allueva
Aries (March 21 - April 19)
Confidence is key this month! Don’t be 
afraid of new opportunities. Apply for that 
job, take on a new leadership position and 
don’t be hesitant to try something unfamiliar. 
You’ve got this!
Taurus (April 20 - May 20)
This week is going to be tough for you 
overall. You’re going to encounter challenges 
that may get the better of you, but be strong 
and persevere. Although it may be difficult 
now, in time these challenges will reap great 
rewards!
Gemini (May 21 - June 20)
Something amazing will happen to you this 
week! You will receive a glorious surprise 
that will make your day. So be positive and 
keep your head up. 
Cancer (June 21 - July 22)
You will encounter some major drama this 
week. Some whom you have trusted may 
turn out to not be so honest. Push these toxic 
people out of your life, you will be much 
more happy without them.
Leo (July 23 - August 22)
This month will bring you a lot of good 
fortune. Great things seem to be heading 
your way in terms of money, but don’t spend 
it all in one place! Be wise with your cash. 

Virgo (August 23 - September 22)
You will feel a bit of tension in your inner 
circle of friends this week, Virgo. Just remain 
calm, and don’t forget that real friends always 
work through their differences. Good luck!
Libra (September 23 - October 22)
You’ve been feeling a bit unsatisfied with 
your daily routine lately and you’re beginning 
to get bored. This week, take up a new hobby 
or try something new! A little switch-up in 
your routine can make all the difference to 
the enjoyment of life.
Scorpio (October 23 - November 21)
A big opportunity is coming your way! 
When decision-making, think critically and 
follow your gut, Scorpio! With some thought 
and contemplation, you’ll definitely make the 
right choice.
Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)
This month you may have the desire to travel 
and explore other places. However, don’t let 
your efforts waver, Sagittarius! Work and 
study hard, opportunities to explore are soon 
approaching.
Capricorn (December 22 - January 19)
You’ve been putting lots of pressure on 
yourself lately, Capricorn. Stop comparing 
yourself to others and just do you. You are 
capable of anything you put your mind to, so 
don’t worry about what others might think. 

Aquarius (January 20 - February 18)
Now’s the time to make a positive change 
in your life, Aquarius. That issue that has 
been bugging you needs to be resolved. 
Whether it’s a disorganized homework 
binder, a messy room, or a toxic friend, 
take some time to sort your life out. You 
will feel much more at ease!
Pisces (February 19 - March 20)
You’ve been putting in a lot of hard work 
lately, Pisces. Don’t forget to enjoy life and 
give yourself some time to unwind, and 
maybe even catch up on that new Netflix 
series you’ve been dying to watch. You 
deserve it.
Ophiuchus
NASA recently announced that there is 
a 13th star sign called Ophiuchus, which 
applies to individuals which are born 
between the dates Nov. 29 and Dec. 17. 
People of this sign tend to be impulsive, 
spirited, clever, flamboyant and jealous. 
Ophiuchus is a controversial zodiac sign 
that many astrologists choose not believe 
in. The existence of this sign causes the rest 
of the zodiac signs to shift up a couple of 
weeks, meaning whichever zodiac sign you 
possessed a few months ago may have been 
altered. However, many people still choose 
to not believe in this sign and abide by their 
original zodiac. Check out Google to see if 
your zodiac sign has changed.

Vice Principal, Mr. GrevePrincipal, Ms. Kristmanson
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By Yasmin Rajwani

As the busy and eventful days pass us 
by, the answer to this question seems 
to get further and further away- so 
much so that it often slips our mind to 
even ask the question itself. Our day-
to-day lives in this fast-paced world 
leave little time for a majority of us to 
stop, take a breath, and appreciate the 
finer things in life. But we need not 
be so bleak- there is still hope, if we 
simply make an effort.
         With American politics 
pulling our eyes towards the screens, 
Halloween costumes to worry about, 
a Prime Minister to critique, global 
conflicts and civil unrest, and the 
threat of global warming looming 
over us - it seems virtually impossible 
to even contemplate the idea of peace.
         In order to attain peace, 
we must first understand what this 

What is the most challenging part of 
your day? 
Mr. Greve: It’s very unpredictable, but 
I feel that it is difficult to try and do 
everything you want to, in just one 
day. I want to meet with students but I 
also have a lot of work in my office. 
Ms. Kristmanson: When we have 
lunch together. (laughs) I’m always 
trying to get Mr. Greve off Snapchat! 
In all honesty, I never know what the 
most challenging part of the day will 
be. It’s like being a firefighter, you 
never know when the alarm is going 
to go off. 

Anything you would like to tell the 
students at Burnaby Mountain?
Mr. Greve: I think it’s an exciting year. 
There’s a lot to look forward to and 
students should know this is a great 
place to be.
Ms. Kristmanson: I want students 
to know my door is always open 
and I want to hear from them. They 
should know that their voice is very 
important. Their voice is the main 
piece of the whole team and we need 
to respond to their needs.
 This concludes our interview 
with Burnaby Mountain’s new 
Principal and Vice Principal. Students 
should know that they are both very 
friendly and welcome any feedback, 
questions, comments or concerns 
you may have. They look forward to 
meeting everyone at the school and 
that they wish you the best of luck for 
a successful school year!

but all the other things that are going 
on around here – and let me tell you, 
there’s a lot!

What change do you wish to make at 
Burnaby Mountain?
Ms. Kristmanson: I don’t want to do 
anything in the immediate future. 
Right now, I see my job as learning 
and relearning the school. What I’m 
focusing on is trying to get into as 
many classes as I can and spending 
time there, [because] there are a lot 
of new teachers and four grades of 
students I’ve never met. Before I can 
look at what we need to focus on, and 
what we need to look towards, I need 
to understand and learn about what’s 
happening right now.
Mr. Greve: Same thing for me, I 
would say, because there are a lot of 
students you are responsible for, and 
getting to know people takes time. But 
if I could change one thing, it would 
be to break Mr. Morton’s tie addiction 
– I mean all he’s got to do is loosen 
up the tie a little bit and unbutton the 
shirt. It might have been Mr. Chin 
who started this tie craze but students 
should know there’s a new tie-less 
man in town! (laughs) That’s the only 
change I wish to make right now. 

What do you like about Burnaby 
Mountain that you wish will remain 
true and close to our school’s values 
and qualities?
Ms. Kristmanson: I just love the 
sense of community here; that’s 
something we here should continue to 
foster.
Mr. Greve: People here are very 
committed and serious about school 
and their education. They take it very 
seriously and it’s a very important part 
of their lives, in the sense that they 
see the value of it. At the same time, 
high school is a time to have a lot of 
fun where we can make connections 

“I just love 
the sense of 
community here; 
that’s something 
we here should 
continue to foster”

and have strong relationships, not just 
about taking eight AP classes. For me, 
what I love about it here is that people 
care about school and their classes, 
but I also want them to feel like this 
is more than just taking classes. It’s 
about balance!

What do you enjoy doing during your 
leisure time?
Mr. Greve: Well, I am an avid curler! 
I just love the sport of curling. I watch 
it on television, I play it, and I’m 
invested in it.
Ms. Kristmanson: I was always 
involved in coaching and athletics. 
I have five nieces and nephews so I 
often will watch them play sports, like 
basketball and hockey. I like to watch 
movies, as well as run and hike.

By Oona Forrester

For over five years, democratic 
Syrians have been fighting for 
their lives against their unjust 
and extremist opposition, whose 
views contradict the very basis of 
human rights and the way in which 
Syrian citizens lead happy lives. As 
opposition forces grew stronger 
against innocent Syrians, the number 
of those fleeing Syria grew drastically 
around March 2015. So far, over 4.8 
million Syrian refugees have fled to 
surrounding countries such as Libya, 
Egypt, Jordan, Iraq, and Turkey, 
while others are continuing to spread 
outward to Europe, Canada, and the 
U.S. However, there has been a large 

amount of media propaganda against 
the Syrian citizens in desperate need 
of prosperity. Questions of national 
security and differences in religion 
seem to be perpetuating a blanket 
of fear over accepting these refugees 
into the surrounding countries. Many 
seem to forget that the refugees are 
not the extremist group that seeks 
to overtake Syria and turn it into a 
fascist regime. Syrian refugees are 
not looking to strip themselves and 
others of their human rights; they 
do not want to imprison and torture 
those who stand for a more liberal 
and democratic government, and they 
do not want to hurt those who are a 
different religion than themselves. 
The opposing forces who are creating 

Update on the Syrian Refugee Crisis

~PRINTS Ponders~

Where Oh Where Can We Find Peace?
five-lettered word- that can mean 
the difference between life and 
death, victory and sorrow- truly 
means. According to our old friend 
and reliable tool, the dictionary, 
peace is defined as “freedom from 
disturbance; quiet and tranquility”. 
The question which now arises is, how 
then can we attain peace, if we are 
constantly being disturbed?
         The twenty-first century has 
presented to us a plethora of 
issues, or disturbances, which did 
not previously exist. The threat of 
nuclear warfare, the imminent global 
climate change, the invention of new 
technology which leaves us almost 
completely dependent on devices 
with screens – all of which contribute 
to something many call “noise”, or 
disturbance. Society is so engrossed in 
all of these, very real, but very time-
consuming issues, that no one seems 

to even consider peace.
         Now that you may or may 
not be reflecting on your own life, 
and realize that you may perhaps 
be lacking this powerful “peace”, 
what can we do about it? November 
presents the perfect time of year to 
reflect on this very important word. 
Remembrance Day is not a day to go 
shopping, to have friends over; it is a 
day of reflection, of remembrance, of 
gratitude, and of tranquility. Use this 
to your advantage and allow yourself 
to, at least for a moment, ponder what 
peace means to you.
Think of all those who put their 
lives on the line on the battlefield, 
for peace. Today, we may not be 
wearing the same armour, or carrying 
weapons- but we are still fighting the 
same battle. Ask yourself, where can 
YOU find peace? Perhaps you can 
start by looking up from your device.

turmoil in Syria wish to extinguish 
the democratic and liberal refugees 
who simply want to have a prosperous 
country. Unfortunately, many 
people are getting these distinctions 
confused and are either falsely 
condemning the Syrian refugees for 
being a different culture than their 
own, or are fighting to ban Syrian 
people from entering their country. In 
countries such as Canada, Germany, 
Turkey, and The United States, there 
have been numerous hate crimes 
inflicted against the Syrian refugees 
solely based on the fear of their race, 
religion, and global proximity to 
opposing political organizations. In 
Canada, we accept and celebrate the 
differences of others’ cultures.

(Continued on pg.8)

-Ms. Kristmanson
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the student body.
 On Friday, there was a spin 
put on the traditional photo booth, 
called a Selfie Booth. This was where 
you could go into a closed booth with 
your friends and take selfies. This was 
very popular and fun.
 On Monday, October 31st, 
it was the day that all  the events 
were leading up to, Halloween! This 
special occasion was celebrated with 
a costume parade in which many 
students of all grades showed off 
their costumes. The winner of this 
event was Michael Toor, with his 
Ghostbusters costume.
 Hope you all had a great time! 
Until next year!

By Amy Xiao

 These are all the new staff members at Burnaby Mountain this year. We hope they enjoy their time here! Please 
treat them with respect and give them a warm welcome to our school!

Welcome New Staff
Jozsef Budai

Elise Costa

Christina Dias

Kika Stewart

Michael Touzeau

Social Studies

English

Science

Math

Math

Book Review
By Isabelle Quon

When Friendship Followed Me 
Home by Paul Griffin 
Rate: 4.5 stars
Have you ever received something 
unbelievably amazing, only to have 
it snatched away from you? This is 
the never-ending cycle that Ben, the 
12-year-old protagonist in When 
Friendship Followed Me Home, 
has to endure. He forms a close-
knit friendship only to realize his 

friend has terminal cancer; he finds 
a sense of family and then has it 
heartbreakingly destroyed. Ben shows 
us inside of an innocent mind, and 
his child-like faith and genuineness 
makes devastating events seem a 
little bit brighter. Ben’s rollercoaster 
of circumstances and emotions make 
When Friendship Followed Me Home 
a poignant story of friendship and 
loss that will leave you reaching for 
the tissues one moment and smiling 
with joy the next. This book is a must-

read for everyone who needs a pick-
me-up or simply wants a good story 
to read. 
 

Carrie Wan

Leah Bosello

Paul Zaremba

Danika Streko

Science

PE, Planning, Applied Skills

Business Ed

ELL

Five Days of Fall

Pumpkin Pie Thursday Pumpkin decorating Tuesday

By Carol Li and Nikhil Hirani

 This year’s Halloween was a 
very memorable occasion at Burnaby 
Mountain! Our school got into the 
spirit by putting together a week-long 
event, from Monday October 24th to 
Monday, October 31st. Each day the 
grade councils were selling assorted 
food as a fundraiser. The Grade 9 
council was selling hot chocolate and 
a cool ice drink, the Grade 10 council 
was selling popcorn and the Grade 11 
Council was selling jello! Overall, Five 
Days of Fall was entertaining and it 
sure was a success.
 On Monday it started off 
with a Just Dance event in the lower 
commons. The whole area was packed 

with people supporting and cheering 
for the brave souls who were grooving 
along with the music. 
 Tuesday came along and 
pumpkins filled the tables waiting 
for artists to decorate them. There 
was glitter, paint, and all sorts of 
other fancy sequins to spruce up the 
pumpkins.  
 On Wednesday, the 
fundraisers got a chance to sell their 
goodies to their hearts’ content. 
There were carts full of baked goods, 
popcorn, drinks, and other tempting 
treats. 
 On Thursday, Student Council 
was offering free pumpkin pie if you 
wore black and orange. This was a 
success and was very popular among 

Anil Sastry

Michele Lopez

Albert Kwok

Eddie Kim

Pre-Employment

Art

ELL/SS

ELL

By Ivy Han
 
 Recently in the headlines, 
many articles have been revolving 
around the new Canadian values 
point system which was introduced 
by Conservative member Kellie 
Leitch. Leitch has been catapulted 
into the spotlight for the reasoning 
behind her Canadian values test. 
You may wonder, what exactly is a 
Canadian value? According to Leitch, 
hard work, generosity, freedom of 
religion, and tolerance should be the 
qualities of a Canadian. However, her 
idea to screen immigrants for “anti-
Canadian values” passively implies 
discriminatory filtering of certain 
ethnic groups. The vague definition 
of a true Canadian value has garnered 
the criticism of many Canadians who 
argue that Canada is a pan-cultural 

nation characterized by shared values. 
Meanwhile, others believe that the 
radical and religious traditions of 
minority groups should not influence 
Canadian identity. Ironically, a 
research poll revealed that a large 
number of Canadians do not share 
the values that they say immigrants 
should be screened for. If Canadians 
don’t even follow Canadian values 
themselves, then why is there a 
concern for this issue? A recent report 
from the Canadian Race Relations 
found that most Canadians perceive 
multiculturalism in a positive light, 
but some are uncomfortable with 
public expressions of religion, such 
as the wearing of turbans and hijabs. 
In addition, 68% of Canadians think 
that minorities need to “do more 
to fit in”. Assimilation to Canadian 
culture unveils a dark past in Canada. 

In 1914, the Komagata Maru- a 
ship carrying around 370 Indian 
passengers- was denied entry into 
Canada. In 1923, the Canadian 
Immigration Act prohibited most 
forms of Chinese immigration, even 
enacting a head tax to each Chinese 
person entering Canada. Fast forward 
to present day in which Indigenous 
communities are deprived of the basic 
necessities of life, with Aboriginal 
teens having suicide rates that are 
about six times greater than non-
Aboriginal youth. Is xenophobia an 
ongoing issue in mainstream Canada? 
Perhaps so, but we would like to 
think of ourselves as an accepting, 
diverse nation that has grown from 
our intolerant past. The search for 
Canadian identity will continue to 
linger from generation to generation, 
but in disguised and inventive forms. 

The Canadian Values Test

Top Ten Songs 
You NEED to 
Download!

1. Don’t Wanna Know (feat. Kendrick 
Lamar) by Maroon Five
2. 24k Magic by Bruno Mars
3. Heathens by Twenty One Pilots 
4. Side to Side by Ariana Grande
5. All We Know by Chainsmokers 

6. A-Yo by Lady Gaga
7. The Greatest (feat. Kendrick 
Lamar) by Sia
8. Hang Up tha Phone by Kiiara
9. Warm Up by NF
10. After the Afterparty (feat. Lil 
Yachty) by Charli XCXBy Rebecca Lee
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than I expected. The Fettuccini 
Alfredo was so good, but it was so 
much I was unable to finish it. I also 
enjoyed the hamburgers because 
not only are they delicious, but each 
burger comes with a salad and fries 
on the side. The most expensive items 
on the menu at X-Site Grill are just 
under ten dollars, which is great! The 
main reason I enjoy X-Site Grill so 
much is because it has something for 
everyone- you should check it out!

BMSS Sports
By Nikhil Hirani

At Burnaby Mountain, Secondary 
School sports are an important part of 
our school culture. This season there 
are a variety of sports including cross 
country, soccer, volleyball, and field 
hockey. Field hockey is a new and 
fun sport for girls of all ages. This is a 
great way to get active and is a perfect 
place to do so. I had the pleasure 
of interviewing a member of a past 
national Canadian team, our very 
own coach Ms. O’Reilly.

Q: What is your prior experience 
with field hockey?
A: I played all throughout high school 
and university. I was trained overseas 
in Holland. I was on the Canadian 
National team. I currently play in the 
premier division.

Q: Why do you coach field hockey?
A: I wanted to bring it to the school, 
and since I have experience and 
knowledge, I thought, why not take 
advantage of this. This provides an 
opportunity for kids that don’t play 
mainstream sports to get involved. 
Also, there is a level playing field as 
everyone is only starting out. 

Q: What are the benefits of joining 
this program?
A: Benefits include [an] increase of 
physical health, stamina, strength, [as 
well as] meeting new friends [as] it 
builds camaraderie.

Another sports team I reviewed 
was the Cross Country Team. 
This team has already attended 
several competition meets this year. 
Throughout four meets, our team did 
very well, with Saira Purhar (Grade 
12) placing first, Alex Romero (Grade 
11), Kosta Adzic (Grade 9), and 
Isabella Brunoro (Grade 8) placing 
second, and Sophia Brunoro (Grade 
10) placing third.

Another sport that is big at BMSS is 
volleyball. This season we have junior 
and senior boys as well as bantam, 
juvenile, junior and senior girls.
I was lucky enough to attend one of 
the Grade 9 girl volleyball games and 
the team was fantastic. We played 
in our own BMSS Cake tournament 
and we placed fifth. Commendable 
efforts girls!!  The team had a unique 
energy and it was unlike any other 
team I had seen so far. This is one 
of the great qualities of all Burnaby 
Mountain sport teams. While I was 
watching, I saw some amazing plays 
by several girls, such as Chloe Jung, 
Emelia Marian and Ruby Beach, who 
had quick, powerful and controlled 
serves. I also saw a series of great 
bumps (passes) by Janice Tang; they 
were controlled, powerful and gave 
the girls time to plot their next hit. In 
addition, I witnessed a powerful spike 
by Michelle Kitching, which gave 
the other team no time to respond, 
as well as a fantastic set by Stephanie 
Pacheco. Keep up the good work 
athletes!!  We wish the best to all 
teams. GO LIONS!!

Places to Go: X-Site Grill and 
Bistro

By Miranda Sferra

Lately, I have been having trouble 
finding a new restaurant to eat at. No 
matter how many different places I 
looked up I couldn’t seem to find one 
that had good food, decent service 
and reasonable prices. Finally, I 
was able to find a restaurant that 

met my criteria, X-Site Grill and 
Bistro. X-Site Grill is located at 4625 
Hastings St and 2270 Hastings St. 
I visited the 4625 location. I like 
X-Site Grill for both the variety of 
choices on the menu and the prices. 
X-Site Grill has a variety of foods 
which include Hamburgers, Salmon, 
Prawns, New York Steak sandwiches, 

Pastas, Tzatziki and much more. I 
ordered the Fettuccini Alfredo with 
garlic bread and it was only $8.95! I 
was shocked that my pasta was just 
under nine dollars because at most 
restaurants Fettuccini Alfredo is 
fifteen dollars. When I got my pasta, 
I was pleasantly surprised at the 
portion size because it was bigger 

Cross Country Senior Girls

By Jessica and Vanessa

Choker Tops
Out with the old, and in with the 
new - or in this case, revisit the 
old favorites and pretend that it’s 
new. This year, we saw the return 
of the 90’s choker trend, bringing 
with it innovate designs, including 
choker style tops.  The new “it-
shirt”: part-halter, part-turtleneck, is 
effortlessly stylish, prompting many of 
Hollywood’s golden girls to “take the 
plunge”. Notable celebrities sporting 
this look include popstar Selena 
Gomez, model Gigi Hadid, and the 
Jenner sisters. You can find similar 
tops at most major retailers, such as 
American Apparel, Brandy Melville, 
and Forever 21.

Ankle Boots
Now that we’re in the fall season, 
it’s time to say goodbye to summer’s 
sandals, and break out the boots. 
Ankle boots are a must-have, with 
block-heeled boots surpassing last 
year’s ankle wedge boots in terms of 
popularity. If you’re afraid you can’t 
afford those adorable $750 Alexander 
Wang booties, stores such as H&M, 
Zara, and Topshop have a great 
selection at extremely affordable 
prices. So what are you waiting for?

Trench Coats
Fall is the perfect season to wear all  
of your favorite trench coats. This 
timeless design is not only the perfect 

weight but makes any outfit look 
put-together in just one simple step. 
Babaton’s Lawson Trench Coat, or 
Club Monaco’s Farzin Trench coat are 
great options if you are looking for a 
fall staple! 

Best in Beauty: ABH Modern 
Renaissance Pallette
The Anastasia Beverly Hills Modern 
Renaissance Palette ($55) is a 
new 14 shade eyeshadow palette 
that launched for Summer 2016. 
Consisting of mostly matte-finish 
shadows, this eye catching palette 
contains both warmer neutrals and 
stronger pops of not only pink but 
red. The contrast of the neutrals 
combined with the richer pinks, 
reds, and oranges makes for a wide, 
exciting range of shades. Perfect for 
Fall!

Fall Fashion


